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For many financial businesses digital 
transformation has been accelerated by  
Covid-19. As they transform, it’s more important 
than ever to create a data-driven culture of 
business intelligence backed up by real-time 
data and analytics to support fast and confident 
decision making. 
To operate successfully, Financial firms deploy different  
third-party software to support their business. However, limited 
reporting capabilities and a lack of automation and connectivity 
means it’s a challenge to extract data from one data source and 
a create a consolidated report in an unconnected tool.

Latest research from  
Gartner suggests:

Microsoft Power BI is the industry 
leader among BI tools for its 
flexibility and ability to connect 
multiple data sources

Source:  https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-named-a-leader-
in-2021-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-analytics-and-bi-platforms/ 

Introduction



With financial businesses seeking a simple and cost-effective way 
of generating critical business information, the Microsoft Power BI 
tool provides a modern, scalable platform for visualising business 
data and is built for self-service. It connects multiple data sources 
together and provides web-based applications for modelling and 
visualising data – helping you gain deeper insight.

Lanware’s expertise and experience in the finance sector as well 
as Microsoft’s Business Intelligence technology allows you to 
deploy a BI solution that is tailored to your needs. Understanding 
your financial applications and ecosystem as well as the need for 
regulatory compliance is the standard.

Helping you visualise and model 
your business information



Current Business Challenges
Reliance on Excel

Depending solely on Excel for reporting is no longer 
adequate. Connected data and easy-to-use visualisations are 
required for business-critical reports and decision-making. 

Limited reporting capability

Without real-time data and connected applications and 
tools, business leaders are unable to create the reports they 
need for mission critical collaboration. 

Lack of automation

Automated access to internal and external data to drive an 
output. E.g. Share Price information, Transactional Data, 
Industry updates etc. 

Privacy and regulatory requirements 

Compliance and regulation require protection of sensitive 
data. Security risks of having data in disparate systems  
must be controlled.

Lanware’s fully managed business 
intelligence platform is powered  
by Microsoft Power BI and  
designed specifically for financial  
services organisations.

It equips your business 
users to self-serve 
and generate critical 
content, deep insights 
and reports using 
multiple data sources 
quickly and easily – 
with simple modelling 
and visualisation.
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Finance Forward 365 – Power BI
How we do it

Design & Architect

Running workshops with 
your key stakeholders to 
identify requirements

Transform & Build

Load & Transform your 
data with custom and 
inspiring visuals to suit 
your requirements

Deploy & Collaborate

Securely sharing to 
internal and external 
users as required

Manage & Support

Training and supporting 
to maximise the 
business outcome



Fully functional 
reports from single 
data source

Starter Businesses new 
to Power BI 

Fully functional 
reports from  
multiple data  
sources (up to 3)

Enterprise-wide 
reporting capability

Professional

Enterprise

Custom Service

Business Flexibility
• The right business information on demand
• Promotes collaboration by sharing reports and datasets
• Low costs with the right level of licence for your business
• Reduced risk of holding data in disparate systems

User Benefits 
• No need to rely solely on Excel for reports & eradicate the 

 need of complex and difficult to maintain Macros
• Create visually appealing reports that are easier to interpret
• Simple to use data-transforming tools reduce effort and time
• Embed reports across other Microsoft applications 

Technology 
• Quick, easy-to-deploy Microsoft cloud technology
• Less support and resources needed for self-service tool
• Strong security controls 

Package Who is it for What do you get?

Compare the packages What are the benefits?

Businesses who 
already have an 
existing Power BI 
implementation

Business-wide 
Power BI

A combination of the above to suit 
client requirements



Lanware provides high-quality user support, modern workplace 
technology, managed cloud infrastructure and business 
intelligence to the Financial Services sector. Our expertise 
specifically in Microsoft Power BI enables us to provide a 
service that is tailored to your specific industry needs.

Through this unique focus, Lanware has become a trusted 
technology partner to financial services businesses worldwide, 
helping them to modernise and transform. In particular:

• We understand the financial application vendors and 
ecosystem as well as the regulatory context financial 
services firms operate in

• We can create and support critical reports and dashboards 
required by your organisation

• We will enable your key business users to safely and  
securely self-serve and share valuable insights, without the 
reliance on IT teams

Why Lanware?



Already using Power BI?
Lanware can help you take Business 
Intelligence to a new secure and 
compliant level that adapts to the 
needs of your organisation.
Book your complimentary Readiness 
Assessment with a Lanware Power BI  
specialist now.

We’ll review your existing needs, highlight 
benefit opportunities and provide a simple 
report to help your busines case. 

 

Get in touch 
Send us an email
enquiries@lanware.co.uk

Visit our website
www.lanware.co.uk


